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Decomposition-4( Strategy for 12 Processing

Eugene Wong and Karel Yoposefi
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Abstract,

This paper deals. with the stra'tegy for processing
multivariable queries in the data base management system
INGRES. The general procedure is to decompose the query
into a sequence of one-variable querUs by alternating
between (a) reduction: breaking off components of the
query wnicn are joined to it by a single variable, and
(b) tuple-substitution: substituting for one of the vari-
ables a tuple at a time. Algorithms for reduction and
for cnoosing the variable to be substituted are given.
In most cases the latter decision depends on estimation
of costs and heuristic procedures for making such esti-
mates are outlined.
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1. Introduction

The structural simplicity of a relational data
m9 el encourages the use of a non-procedural data sub-

nguage'which specifies what is to be found rather .tnan
/how it is to be found. Thus, it is not surprising that
nearly every one of the relational languages which have
been proposed is non-procedural. As is generally true
with high level languages, a price which may have to be
paid is a loss of efficiency. For a relational data base
of any size and for queries spanning several relations,
the price can be fearsome. Results; f various degrees at
generality on improving search strategies for a relation-
al data base system have been reported by Palermo
[PALE72], Astrahan and Chamberlin [ASTR75), Rothnie
[ROTH74,ROTH75], Pecherer [PECH75], Smith and Chang
[smIT75], and Todd [TODD75]. Nonetheless, the lack of a
general approach to optimizing query processing remains a
major impediment to achieving a satisfactory degree of
efficiency for non-procedural relational languages.

The purpose of this paper is to describe in some
detail the query processing algorithm developed for QUEL

/ [HELD75], which is the data language for the INGRES sys-
tem. Insofar as the problems encountered in QUEL are
common to all non-procedurdl relational languages, *their ,

solution should find general application.

In section 2 a brief description of QUEL, the
query language to be processed, is presented. In section
3 we sketch a skeletal outline of the decomposition algo-
rithm emphasizing the functions of the component alg
rithms and the flow of information and control amon
them. The details of the component algorithms ar
presented in subsequent sections.
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2. QUEL

. A complete definition .of QUEL is .given iin

[HELD75]. Here, we skull confine ourselves to a brief
description sufficient to make the processing .strategy
comprehensible. There are four commands: RETRIEVE,
REPLACE, DELETE, APPEND. An ,update command is turned'
into a RETRIEVE command which is then followed by a'low
level tuple-by-tuple operation: We shall restrict our
attention to RETRIEVE. A. statement to retrieve in QUEL
has the following form.

RANGE OF (Variable [,Variable]) IS
(Relation Name {,-Relation, Name])

RETRIEVE [INTO result name] (Target.List)

WHERE Qualification

Example 2.1:
Consider a data base with relations

Supplier (S#, Sname, City)
Parts (P#, Pname, Size)
Supply (S #, Pt, Quantity)

and a query to find the names of all parts supplied' by
suppliers in New York. This can be stated in QUEL as
follows:

RANGE OF ( S, P, Y, ) IS ( Suppliaparts, Supply )

RETRIEVE INTO NYparts (P.Pname) WHERE (lett= Y.P#)
AND (Y.S # :S.S #)

AND' (S.City=sNew York')

From the poih-t of view of query processing 'there
are two principal sources of complexity. First, 011
permits aggregation operators such as MAX and AVG, and
nesting of such operators. Secondly, queries involving
several variables require deft handling in order to avoid
the obvious possibility of combinatorial growth. For ex-
ample, if the query in Example.2.1 is processed-by first
forming a cartesian product, then the number of tuples to
be scanned is equal to the product of the pardinalities
of the three relations. In our system all aggregations
are performed on single relations. If an aggregation, is
to be done on a subset of the product cii" several rela-
tions, the subset must first be assembleq by proceSsing a
multivariabe query. Aggregations once evaluated are kept
for possible reuse until updates render them obsolete.
In the remainder of the paper we 's all deal only with
aggregation-free queries, and the thr st of the query-
processing strategy is to cop effectively with
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aggregation-free but multivariable queries.

Let X = (X1,
'

X ,...,X") denote the variables declared in
the range statement, and let Ri, R,,...,R, be their
respective ranges. Then the qualificatibn can" be 'con-
sidered to be a Boolean function B(X) on the carte4an

- product R = Rix R2 x...xR . The target' ist can be con-
sidered to he a

n
set of functions (T1(X),

To(X),...,%(X))=T(X) on the product space, and the
rbsult relation of the query is constructed by evaluating
,T(X) on the subset of R defined by B(X) = 1, and elim-
inating duplicate tuples. We note that for a query free
of aggregation operators each tuple X in the product
space R contains enough information to completely deter-
mine the values of B(X) and T(X).

The interpretation QUEL statements suggest\
the following procedure for their processing:

(a) Product: A cartesian product of the range
relation is formed..

(b) Restriction: Tupleb X in the product which
satisfy B(X)=1 are determined.

(.c) Computation and Projection: T(X) is comput-
ed on the subset determihed in (b) and dupli-
.cate tuples are eliminated.

Unfortunately, this procedure is ,0--inefficient as
it is obvious. The cardinality of the product R
(i.e., the number of tuples in R) is equal to the
product of the cardinalities of,R4, i :1,2,...,n. It

does not take very large relationg or very' many of
them to make this number enormous. Aside from the
difficulty of having to form and store a very- large
relation, to determine the subset which satisfies
B(X)=1 requires examining a number of tuples equal
to the cardinality of R.

6



3. Decomposition

'The query processing strategy that we have
adopted nas two overall objeCtives:

(a) No cartesian product -T.he result re-
lation is to be constructed by assembling
comparatively small pieces, rather than by
paring down the cartesian product

(b) No geometric growth The numbe of
tuples to be scanned is to be kept s

small as possible, and for most queries
this number is much less than, the cardi-
nality of R.

Our general procedure is to reduce an arbitrary mul-
tivariable query to a sequence of single-variable
ones. We call this process decomposition. Observe
that the first_ objective is automatically achieved
by such an --a-^oach. To attain the second requires
a detailed examination, of the tactical moves which
are available.

The deciS n to reduce multivariable queries
to one-variable one separates the overall optimiza-
tion into two levels. It has obviou5radvantages in
structuring the optimiation procedure which other-
wise may well become unbearably complex. The only
situation in which our approach may be undesirable
is when ,inter-relational information, such as "links"
[TSIC75J is availablOOkn which case the desirable
atomic units may be two-variable queries.

It is useful to distinguish two types of
operations which are repeatedly invoked in decompo-
sition.

(I) Tuple substitution: An 'eLvariable
query Q is replaced by--a family of ,

'(n-1)-variable queries resulting from sub-
' stituting for one of its variables tuple
by tuple, i.e.,

Q(X1,X21...,Xn) (Q' "2'X3' '%).' °44 n1}

(II) Detachment of a subquery with a sin-
gle overlapping variable : A query Q is
replaced by Q' followed by Q" such that Q'
and Q" :have only a' single variable in
common.

Operations of these two types suffice to
decompose any query completely. Indeed, a series of

7
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successive tuple s stitutions is sufficient, albeit
tantamount to rming the cartesian product. Tuple
substitution fpr a single variable means that the
cost of pr essing the remaining portion of the

ea9b
query is m tiplied.by a factor which in most cases
is equal/ o the cardinality of the range of the sub-
stituted variable. It is important, therefore, that
the ranges of the variables be reduced as much as
pcs4ble before substitution takes place. The most
straightforward way of doing this is through res-
triction ard projection,, which are special cases of
(II). 0 mething equivalent to such a step has been
proposed n every paper on optimizing query process-
inrr,.

Example 3.1
Consider a data base with three relations

Supplier (Sit, Sname, City)
Parts (Pit, Pname, Size)
Supply (Sli, Pit, Quantity)

and a query Q:

RANGE OF (3,P,Y) IS Supplier, Parts, Supply)
RETRIEVE (S. Shane) WHERE (S.City = 'New York')

AND (P.Pname 'Bolt')
AND (P.Size = 20)
AND (Y.S# = S.S#)
AND (Y.P# = P.P#)
AND (Y.Quanti y > 200)

If we represent a detachment of Q' from Q eaving Q"
oy tne binary tree

Q" Q,

tnen thesuccessive detachment of subquerie can be

8
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represented by

Q
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01 : (P.P#) WHERE (P.Size=20) AND (P.Pname='Bolt")

02 : Y.S#) WHERE (Y.Ouantity X\200)

3 :,(S.S#, S.Sname) WHERE (S.City = 'Ne York )

04 : (Y.S#) WHERE (Y.P# = P.P#)

Q5 : (S.SName) WHERE (Y.S# = S.S#)

In this example operations of type II have educed 0
to three one-variable queries Q11 02, Q3 wh ch can
be processed in parallel or in arbitrary order, fol-

wed by a 2-variable query 04, and then anot er
2- riable query Q5. Q4 and 05 cannot be furtheh
reduced by operations of type II, and tuple-
substit tion must be used to complete the decomposi-
tion. We ,ote, however, the ranges of the variables
in Q4 and 0 are likely to be very much smaller than
the original relations, and tuple substitution at
these stages is relatively harmless. As an example
of tuple substitution, consider

Q5 : RETRIEVE (S.Sname) WHERE (Y.S#=S.S#)

Suppose that at this point the range of Y is the re-
lation

S#

101

107
203

Then, successive substitution for Y yields

05(101): RETRIEVE (S.Sname) WHERE (S.S#=101)

05(107): RETRIEVE (S.Sname) WHERE, (S.S#=107)

Q5(203): RETRIEVE (S.Sname) WHERE (S.S#=203)

We note that unlike SEQUEL [ASTR75], QUEL has .no
block structure and there is no a priori preferen-
tial order of variables in substitution.

The general situation covered by (II) is the
following: Consider a query of the form

9
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RANGE OF(X1,X2,....,Xn) IS (Ri,R2,....,Rn)

Q RETRIEVE T(X1,X2,...,Xm)

WHEAE B"(X1,X2,...,Xm)

AND B'(Xm4Xm4,01...,Xn)

It is natural to break off B' to form

RANGE OF (Xm,Xm40,...,Xn) IS m,Rm+1,...,Rn)

Q' RETRIEVE INTO Rm: (T'(X
m
))

WHERE B-(Xm,Xm+1,...,Xn)

where T'(Xm) contains the information on X needed
by the rWmainder of the query'which can new be ex-
pressed as

RANGE OF (X1,X2,...,Xm) IS (R

RETRIEVE T(X1,X2,...,Xm)

WHERE B"(X X ...,X )\ l' 2' m

Observations: (1) Q" is necessarily
simpler than the original query Q since m < n and
R' is smaller than R . for the worst possible
cage where R' = R

m
Wndm=n, Q" is no worse than Q.

(2) The detacgment of Q' does not lead to an in-
\, crease in the maximum number of variables for which

\\.. substitution has to be made. To see this, note that
the maximum number of variables to be substituted
for in an n-variable query is n-1. Hence, this
number is (n-m+1)-1 for Q' and m-1 for Q" so that /
the total is again n-1. (3) Q' and Q" are strictly
ordered. Q' needs no information-from Q" so that it
can be processed completely before processing on Q"
begins. At any given time we only need to deal with
a total of n or less variables:-

1...,R m")

Two special cases of one overlapping-
variable subqueries are worthy of special note.
First, it may happen that the detached subquery Q'
has no variable in common with the', remainder Q".
That is, B' is a function of only (X.,, and
not of X In such a case we sWA/1 say 11 is a
dis_oint,sgbquery. The interpretation of this si-
tuation is that'if B' 'is satisfied by a nonempty set
then Q is equivalent to\Q", otherwise Q is itself
void, i.e., its result is empty. The second special
case arises when m=n and\B' is a one-variable query.

0
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This is a frequent and important occurence, as the
previous example illustrates. We say a query is
connected if it has no disjoint subquery, one-free
if it has no one-variable subquery, and irreducible
if it has no one-overlapping-variable subquery. An
irreducible query is obviously both connected and
one-free. . I

Broadly speaking, we will always break up a
query into irreducible components before tuple-
substitution. In effect, we will always prefer riot
to tuple-substitute if it can be avoided or post-
poned. Although examples can be constructed to show
that such a choice is not always optimal, in general
this is not a bad heuristic. Detaching subqueries
involves an additive growth in complexity, while
tuple-substitution incurs a multiplicative growth.
Our decomposition algorithm is recursively applied
to all the subqueries which are generated.

The Decomposition Algorithm consists of four
sub lgorithms: Reduction, Subquery Sequencing,
Tu e Substitution and Variable Selection and makes
use of the One-Variable Processor of the system.
Tne interaction, among these component processes is
indicated in Figure 3.1 below

4
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A

:

Reduction

1

I
A
:

I

Subquery
Sequence

Tuple
Substitution

A
1

t

Variable
Selection

One-
-Variable
Processor

.... -4-

call

_ _ .._ return 4

\ Figure 3.1 Flow of Control in Decomposition

The fact that the decomposition algorithm is recur-
sive' is made clear by the existence of a sequence of
calling-paths (Reduction-Subquery Sequencing-Tuple
Substitution-Reduction) which form a cycle. The
basic functions of the sub-algorithms are as fol-
lows:

(a) heduction breaks up the query into irreducible
components and puts them in a certain, sequential
io-rder.

(b) Subquery Sequeneing uses the,result of Reduction
and generates in succession subqueries each of which
contains W single irreducible component together
with oae-variable clauses. As each subquery is gen-
erated it is passed to Tuple-Substitution, and the
generation of the next subquery awaits return of the

12 1

1
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result.

(c) Tuple Substitution manages the process of sub-
stituting tuple values. It calls Uriable-Seieetion
to select A single variable for substit,ution.- After
substituting eachfuple for that Variable, it passes
the resulting reduced query to Reduction and awaits
the return bef9re substituting the next value.

(d) Variable Selection is where

k
st of the optimi-

zation takes place. It estimat the relative ,cost
of substituting for each variable and chooses the
variable with the minimum estimated cost. In so do-

ing, it may have 'to preprocess some one-variable
subqueries.

:, .

The details of the sub-algorithms Wok be described
in the next few sections.

k
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4. R due Algorithm
4r."r

The putconsists of a multiVariable query
and t0 output consists of the irreducible,com-

ponents ofQ arranged in an ip opriate sequential °Q
order. This sequence is passed to Subquery
Sequencing, and the'result re/a ion for 0 is re.
turned. The .basic steps of -t09 thm are illus-
trated below.

ISeparate no --4. Sequence Sequencing
into disjoin
components

-4,

Q

no

yes

Output to Subquery-

* 4

separate into
irreducible
components >

Figure -4.1 Reduction Algorithm

*

Let X = (X X ,...,X ) denote the variables
of Q and let T(X) and B(X) 'denote its target list
and qualification respectively. We assume that B(X)
is expressed in conjunctive normal form

B(X) = A Ci(X)
i

1110

where each clause C4(X) contains only disjunctions.
Now consider a binAry (0 or 1) matrix with p+1 rows
corresponding to T(X) and the p clauses, and with n
columns corresponding to the variables Xj,...,X,.
An entry of 1 will denote the presence of alvariabie
in a clause (or target list), and 0 will denote its
absence. We shall call this the incidence matrix.
For example 3.1 this matrix, is given by

14
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T: S.Sname / 1. 0 0

C1: S.City='Ne York' 1 0 . 0

C2: P.Pname='Bolt" 0 1 0

C3: P.Size=20
\Q\,,,,

1 0

C4: Y.S # =S.S# 1 '`.,, 0 1

C5: Y.P # =P.P# 0 1 1

)-

C6: Y.Quantity> 200 0 0 1

We rote that in Figure 4.1 there' are two
steps for which detailed algorithms re ain to be
provided. First, we need a test for conlectedness,
and to separate Q into disjoint components if it is
not connected. Second,, we need an. algorithm to
separate a connected ,query into irreducible com-
ponents and to put them: in a suitable sequential
order.

15



Connectivity Algorithm

set
1=0

14

4,

form the logical or
or all rows with 1

in column i

V
of the rows with 1 in

polumn i, replace the first
by the logical or and delete
the rest

Figure 4.2 Connectivity

connected

not connected

If the connectivity algorithm results a
matrix with a single row which is not all 1' then
the variables corresponding to the zero-entries are
superfluous and can be eliminated. If the: final ma-
trix has more than one row, then the sets of vari-
ables corresponding to different rows must be dis-,
joint. If we keep track of the original rows which
are combined to make up each of the rows of the fi-



nal matrix, then the connected components of the
query can be separated.

Consider example 3.1, modified by the dele-
tion of C4. The incidence matrix now ha\the form

S P Y

T 1 0 0

Cl 1 0 0 `

C2 0 1 0

C3 0 1 0

C5 0

C6 0 0 1 4.,..."......"..."-----

Applying the connectivity algorithm, we get
'successively

S P Y

T,C1 .1 0 0

C2 0 1

C3 1 0

C5 , 0 1 1

C6 0 0 1

S P Y

T,C1 1 , 0 0

1C3105 0 1 1

C6 0 , 0 1

C2

1?

1

,

15,
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C

C2,C

S P Y

T,C1 1 0 0

3,C56 0 . 1 1

Hence, the query is not connected and the connected
components are (T,C1) and (C2,C3,C5,C6).

(b) Rduction into Irreducible Components

Let Q be a connected multivariable query.
We observe that is reducible if the 'elimination
of any one variabl results in Q being disconnected.
Let a variable with this property be called a
joining-variable. Thus, Q is irreducie if and
only if none of its variables is a Join -variable.
Joining-variables have some important properties
which greatly facilitate the reduction, algorithm,
and these are summarized as follows:

Proposition 4.1 Suppose that X is a, joining-
variable of Q such that its removal disconnects Q
into k connected components. Then any joining-
variable of one of the components is a joining-
variable of Q, and every joining-variable of Q is a
joining-variable of one of the components. Further,
successive elimination of two joining variables in
either order results in reducing Q to the same dis-
joint-components.

proof: Each joining-variable joins ,a number of
comports which can overlap only on the joining.
variable. Let X be a joining-variable of Q which
joins components" Qi, Let Y be a joining
variable of one of theskcompoRents, say Q1. Then,
Y joins components NI Q121...)QJ of Qi, only one
of which can contain X, say 1./ Therefore,
(Q

12 '

Q
11

) overlaps the remainddi4 of Q only on Y
and Y is a 3oining-variable of Q. Conversely, let Y
be a joining-variable of Q, and join components Q1:,
Q ',...,Q.'. Only one of the set {Q Q ',...,Q j'}
c n costa n X , Q and only one of t e se { I,

Q,, ...,Q,} can cdritain Y, 'say Q. Thdn
and4,{Q,,...,Q0 Must be disjoi t since

ea8h Q J.J> 2, can tveriap-its remainder it Q only
on X and .none of contains X. Hence.,

are subsets of QiJjoined to it :only ,by
Y'," so that Y is a joining- variable of Qi. It is
clear that Q nas components each
joined' by only X, {Q2', Q3 ,...7.Qj,}'each j8ined by

18
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(;nIy Y, and a colponent .0x,,, joined by both X and Y.
Elirtination of X and _Y' II either Ordeer results \in
disjoint 'ccmponents (F.), ( 0

_
0..)._ ,,.. , 4 ,.5

5 } where (74 denotes Ot iitti X removed,'0 denoes
nx'Y with Y relloved and ril denotes 0 withi both Y

. x-
0

and Y rem0-:d:
.,-

Substance of Proposition 4.1 is illus.-
trYated.b virrUre 4.3.,

4*6

T_

Figure 4.3, Joininfr,-Variables

The results or Proposition 4.1 mean that we.,
can fin the irreduc ble components or 0 by succes-
sively c cl,g each ariable for the possibility of
being a joining van able. Each Variable only needs
to be exa ined once, nd the order they are tested
is immaterial. Furt er, since a variable is joining
if and only if its e imination disconnects Q, we can
use the connectivity lgorithm for the test.

Take the inci enb matrix of Q and eliminate
from it all rows wit only a single "1"'. .Deginning
with the first, eliminate each column in ,turn and
.test for connectedness. Suppose that when column m
is eliminated Q breaks. up into k connected com-

0ponents with ni, variables' respectively.
:Then, these corrgspoftd,to components of Q with ni+1,

. variables respectively, any pair4 of
1which overlap only on X . We' can now proceed to
test columns. m+1,...,W, We note that each of the
variable's pccur-in only one, of the com-
parents so"+that arter,'the' mth column (i. he
first joining-variable_the tests are ,perfor ed on
matrices of reduced size.

Each irreducible component of Q corre ponds
to one or more row of theinbidence(matrix, an can
be represented by the " ogioal or" of ' the
correspondihg rows. ,Hence, \car, be represented in
.terMs.of its irreduciblecompoNnts by a matrix with
variables as columns and co onentsas rows. We
shall call this the reduced -inc ence-matrix. It is

(convenient to arrange the rows a- follows:

1,



(1) J)ne-variable rows except 'the target lit./
(2) Components which are one-overlapping after
deletion of one-variable clauses and which do-
not.contain the target list. These 'should be
.grouped according to the joining variable.
(1) Other compofients which do not contain the
target list.
(4), The Component which contains' the target
list.

For example 3.1 the resulting reduced incidence ma-;
trix is given by:

S P Y

Cl 1 0 0

C2 0 1 0

03- 0

C6 0 0 1

C5 0. 1

',C4, 1 0 .1

9

20
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imate of Result Parameters''

Th order to use (-7.5), in* (7.' f. must know
the number of pagesoccupied b'r tht,,range relations
for, every '51,4 in the sequence S.;':.-_14.&;-inOte that,'"S4' is

sequence _and not a sett. Aso thAt- the ,range relation
of "a= Mak- inVal-ve the rent` relatiOnS -Of
queries which precede it. ,Therefore, knowing the
sizes of. the range relaltiOns of Q. is not., sufficient,
to determ±te, ,(7,5) for the .q,. Since we don't,'
.want to execute 'the sequence 34 except- for -the opr,

we must rely\on a procedure to estimate 'the
sizes and other parapeteri of the result relation

. , .for a query'.

Consider a query' with :range 'relations
.R.1113,1::,,A.,i a- target list T(X) and'a qualification
B(XY: Let the domains .of' R4 -be denoted by D.

j = 1 2 , ...,d4. -Each Ri is by'definitiOn a subset 6t!
'It D4
j <d4 '

'tierce, the pr6dUct,TT R1 is a Subset of

(8.1) . D T.. -

in ,j<d
i

-J.

2

To determine what subset. of -77R
4

4 - satisfies 1:1(1)=1

reqUtres accesses. ,to the actual relations, but'. to
Aetermine what Subset' or D satisfies B(X) =1 requires
only gnawing the domains 1Y 4 4 } The. storage

-1 quired tp represent {Di .} is, IIY general .far: less
than that-required for ./Rilj

. .

Let R(9) denote the result- relatiOn ''of Q.
We can estimate the cardihality of R(Q)

(8..2) IRMA = j TT ffr4Ctioh of D satisfying 13(X)=11
i<n

The domain 4 of R(Q) can be estimated by evaluating
"T(X) on the subset of 'D which satisfied 11(X)=0..
That is, the kth domain of R(Q) is .estimated to be

(8.3). {Tk(X) ; Xe D, /3(X) = 1) .

In, most ''cases D .. ha-s sufficie4t. regularity
.to permit it to be reprented by just' a few parame-
ters. For example, D.,.; might-te simply all integers

,,.between a and b.' Thttil,the storage requirement for
kee ing track: 0P-the, domains for the result rela-
t'on of the, sequence Si2can be expected to be rea-
sonable.

, ,

.



Tuple Substitution

The input to- turtle 'substitution is a 'query' Q
consisting. of a single irreducible component in:
variables X1, , zero or more One-variable
clauses in 'each -of tnd variables, and the range

-if of tire It _returns
the 'res ult- relation to the -calling' process., *

. .

The first thing that Turtle Substitution..does
is to. call Variable Sel.qtion which takes Q' and,

range relations-and chooses a variable to be .substi-,
tute'd- for. In order `to make this cnoice -it,may: haveo'..proCess some pr, all of the One-variable- clauses
to restrict, the," ranges. Thus, in general", it re-
turns {, 'Q',' R ,... '} and the variable, to be
substituted. for (bay X)." For each Ituple in
Q' becomes a (n-1 )-yarable query Q7,( of. )
variables Xi, i. For each d Q'cot ) is
-passed to ReductiOn whreti returns; the result.i,
-results- to c for all d . in R are4-:accuMulated :-
and returned to'the calling probesg..

z.



7. ,Variable Selection'
--..,

This, is the heart of optimization. The in="--,

put' is a nultivariable query which is irreducible
except for one-variable clauses. As its name sup-
.geSts, the task of this portion of, the decomposition
algorithm is to select a variable for substitution,
althcan to do so it 'may also have to process some
cf the-one-variable clauses. .

\

Consider a' query .0 with variables 11
and ranges Ri, Suppose that

Substituted tuple-b3Ltune. Fer, each tuple,-
becomes an (n-1)-variable query Q4(0(). It, is like-
ly that takes the sane.amoOnt of time -to pro-
cess fcr very .0c, and in most instances every o< in
R
i

has to be used. Hence,

(7;1) ,Cost-of-processing 0 if X.1 is substituted
,

= (cardirality of Ri) x Cost of proceing 0
.,.

, -The first thought, therefore, is to choose Xi with
'the smallest range. However, this is not Optimal
for several reasons.

First, it may be possibRle to reduce some cr.

\ all of the relations Ili, R,),...,It by preprocessing
\ one variable clauses. 'Shcbld thiYbe done for all,
\\for sde, or for none of the va*iiables? If all of

\
(.,\'the ii. 's Can'be reduced, this deciS46n alone in-

-'-1-olvei 2 choices. The situatior::As further do-
plicated by,the fact, that for a .given-. variable the
decfsion as, to whether to prepropeSs, the' one
.variable clauses depends 'on whether the variable is
chosen for substitution. If it 'will be chosen for
'substitutis, theh its range should ,be reduced as.

(''.much as _p Sible. If pot, preprocessUg may be a_
waste of tin ,, Op the other .hand which va'riable'
should be chosen depends nqt,so much on, 'L as :on the
reduced Ri., Let .0(y. plenot6 the cite-variable
subquery Of ,0 in X4, and'let R. be the reduced
range after Ti'(:(4)'is Obeeised. Tht _following poli-=
cies seem-to be'reasonable'alternatiVes.:

.

(a) Yreprocess,every NX44.basin,g the, policy
on the argument that ,the.cdst of pracessihm.
one-variable quer:les,is. relatively Snall.and it
is inpOrtant to Choose the'variablefor substi-
t'ution well.' . ,

, ,,. ,,,
4

, 4,

N

(b)s On the basis of 0(X,4),'. a:decision is made
for each. variable whethet' tp preprocess or not.

.Variable seldction takes place after .prePro-
)
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cessing.

The version of INGRES completed in January:,
19761 opts for policy (a). In part, it is because
in this version the varihble selection -is then based.
solely- on the- cardinalities of the reduced-ranges
and no other information. It Is important,- there=.
.fore, for these cardinalities to be accurate.

For (b) a workable policy is to use li(X4) to
estimate tHe size of1 R4' for each-i, .and prepr8cess
only if X4 is likely rebe a contender. for, selec-
tion. F6r example, we might choose the top three,
.contenders for. preprocessing, or, preprocess every
variable for which the- estimated size of R4' is less
than min 1R41. One good feature of (b) is that ex-
cept for fiery unusual situations, the actual vari-
able selected will be aMonk those. which have been
preprocessed, and no further processing is. necessary
before substitution.

A second and more important objection to the-
strategy of .choosing X4
that the complexity of Q: c

and' this must be taken into
which lays claim to being-eve
must be determined is the ex
reduced as a consequence of spb \tituting for Xi..

,

Assume that we choose either (a)or (b) for
the Policy on preprocessing one-variable.clauses so
that that*decision is decoupled from the *SeleCtiop
of variable. We,caii-ib-sume-that the query'at this

k\
poiht golsists of a' sinae irreducible co onent
with so,e one - variable clauses. '.The crux of the
matter' is how the irreducible component is affected
by th-6--spbstitution, Assume that whatever, prepro-
cess gis to be done has been-done. Let the query
L e den ted by Q: ' Let X.11X2,,..,Xn, be the vari-
ables, an let"R,,*:R-...,R, be their ranges.: Let
()4( 4 ) denote thie,x4bsuItind qpery from.substitutinq
A for 4 in Q. Let 6 (Q) denote the minimum cost of

processiftg Q, Then

(7.2) C(Q) = min { E° \q(Qi( 0( )) }

i Pi'

th the smallest rahge is
vary - greatly, with i

ccount in any strategy
near-optimal. That

ent to which Q can, be

`where N4 denbtes.the,set.of tuplervalues which-,have
to be sObstitPted for X4. In most instances this is
simply Rr although-as_Vot ,indicated earlier there
are'exceOtionS.,

Equation (7.2)

2

a^ dynamic programming

22
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equati n for the opt4thization problem at hand. Asit stands, it is not too usee01:*, since howl:C(Q)
depends on Q is not known.- However, (7.2)':' is a
:suitable- starting point, for optimization. The yari-
able selected will correspOnd the value of"..which miniinizei an estimated value- for

(7.3) . ,ci 'r; C(Q (0()).'

Although we have.in ,effect transferred, the, optimiza-
tion probrlefif' -to- one Of 'estimating-,test; the latter'
Is amenable to a variety *.of heuristic approaches1,ZT'
C,onsider some of theSe: '

- ' 4,-;
1,-i) Sup'pose we take ttie eStimate-, ofz :.

C(9. ( c( )) to' be independent oe-.:4 and i. Then, th'0, ,

minimum C1 corresponds to the smallest R4 . . Thi.-.
somewhat simplistic policy' is .what has betn imple-
mented in the version of' INGRES operaticillal as : of
January, 197'6. , ''. .. , . .--, ..

--- -,.,,
-'-=,'"'.,:,(ii) V le observe 'that unlike 4, :

..- Q--4- 1( 'oc'. ) _ is
'not irreducible. 'One!' should erefore 'call
Reduction-Subquery-Sequencing .to reduce Q4 ),( ck to .- a
sequence S4* of subqueries; each of which is irredu-
cible except for- one=variable' clauses. ' Nowt, o<

'.enters the subqueries only as a' parameter, and the .

sequence Si is really independent 'of 9(. Thus, we
have

(7.;4) c(y ,4 )) .r. E ,c(q., )
. ,

.
v sji,

. . ...Since the' structure of , Q4 ( 0( .) haS now , been
represented, we can accept a relatively crude ,esti-
mate, for -C(q64'). For example, ,we niight, 'take .the' 'esti-

,'mate' of ) to be',
C(q ) TT P

. , ;;' .
where H 4are the Yanges.435f q aild".poo ',is ,th'e _nuniber
of, :pagei ,g,cappied by II:'.; . , ,,:' ,

: .-,(11.1)' We might try to obtain \an 'estimate
for' 05:1't by sampling. Consider the, equ tion ob-
taineb- from using (-v:A) iri-(7.) .

N
, k

(7.:6):, 'c(9) ::. tbin :E., 'c(ci
. .

i 44.e11 i-''q'e S 4
,., ,

...., a '
. This i truly recursive, sInce 0- and qd, are rie

.

.,, pf th9 same 'restricted type '(viz irredupl.01 except



for one-variable .clauses). If the number of vari-
ables in ;Q is not enormous (in practice, vz-ry few
queries contain more than i or 5 Variable ) one
might try to push -the recursion (75 6)- he way
down to one'-variable queries, but using smal sam-
ples for the range relations of Q. It is.Very like-
ly -that the costs of differt -paths^ in the-- dedisio,p,
tree vary widely, and only few are contend rs for
the optimal path. With effi. ient management this:
approach need not be prohib.it v.ely. expensive.

0 These a're but three posSible 'approaches -to
estimating c'(.Q). Other -approaies in'eluditi,g some
variants ,arid combinations of these: are Undei.
sideratiOn. .- We expect ':to implentecrit at least- the
'three outlined- abbve for\L6ix-perimental... evaluation...

(i) has been implemented ,anti 40' is "in the
process of

4

\.
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imate ,of Result Parameters'
,

In order to use (-7.5). dri (.7..41-i, we 'must know
the number of pages .occupied y- ,the ,-rarige relations
for. every 'gat in the sequence S"".-_,W.e;;kbte that"-S.i is

.,a sequence arid not a set,,.so thtt- the., ;range relation
,of -a- quirk -_"in di the reiat-ithi6 '6f
queries which precede it. Therefore, knowing the
sizes of the range relestions of Q., is not Sufficient..
to determfrie ,(7.5)_ for the .q,..'s. Sinoe,,we

y
want to execute the 7quence 34 except- for, .the op-

we must rely\on a prodedure to estimate the
sizes and Other,_parameteri of the result relation

..for a query'.

Consider a query Q' with range -relations
a target list T(X) and'a qualification

13(X)--: Let the dOmains or 114 ..be denoted by D.4,
j =1 12, ... Id . Each Ri is by"definitiOn a subset

. ,Dij
'Hence,' the pr6duct,TT. Ri is a subset of

(8.1) D

i<n ,j<d.

To -determine what subset. of -711-R4 -satisfies B(I)=-1
re.qUires accesses to the:actual relations, .but'. to
zdetermine what Subset' of D satisfies B(X)=1 re'quires
only knowing. the domains (D4 4). The' storage re-
quired to represent {Di .1 is it') general far- less
than that required for. R .

Let R(9) denote the result relation , 'of 0.
We can ,estimate the cardinality of R(Q) as

(8'.2) 1P(Q)1 = f TT I {fraction of D satisfying B(X)=1}
i<ri

,
The -domain of R(Q) can be estimated by, evaluating

'T(X) on the subset of D which satisfied B(X)=1..
That is, the- kth domain of R(Q) is estimated to be
(8.3). {Tk(X) ; X E Di P(.X) =.

In most' cases D41. has sufficient. reglularity
...tb 'permit it to. be repr4e-ritted by just- a few parame-
ters. FOr example,. D.4 4'-raightbe simply all integers
between a and b.'. Th6101.,the storage requirement for
kee ing track OP-the, domains for the resUlt,
t 'on of the sequence S4--:;can be expected to be rea-
sonable. , .

.
'Y



Since the sizes of the tup.es are, alwayS
known, the number, of pages required- for each of the
result relation's for the sequence can . be computed
from the estimated (8.2), which in turn iSdomputed
from the estimated domains. using,(8.3).
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Summary.

In this paper we have presented a. detailed
account- of how multivariable queries are decomposed
in sygtem INGRES. The basic . ingredients 'of; the

.decomposition are two in number: -

(a).- To-discover.pieces- of -query- Which _Ara,
joined' to the remainder, "by a singyejoining-,
variable:'

(17).'TO substitute for'a

.The overall. StrategYjs to'bteak,u0a querk:.At the
joining-variables _whenever,this_is poSsibletand to
.select a variable for sOhstitution..which
"minimum .cost"' whenever substitution dam no longer
be postponed. _A detailed,' lgorithm for 'reducing a
query_ into. irreddcible components hat.been-Igiven;
Alternative apPrOaohes:to estimating costahave also
been 'discussed.

OptiMizatiOn itself- incurs a cast which- has
not been taken A.nto consideration._ For-simple
queries;, elaborate optimization may well do _more,
arm'than-good. The approach ta.resolving'this dif7

Vticulty that We have7opted,is one suggested by K.R.
Stonebraker.. .Suppote Ot_ we have two. or More- stra- 4
,tegies sttstio...tat each.one'beinv better than
the ,prevIous'onebuOalso requiring a greater over-'
head, ,Suppose we-begin a qUdry on stA4 and run it

. for an'- amount of time equal to a fraction:of the es!..
timatpd overhead of sti. At the end, of that ,,timey
by simply -counting the of the first
substitution, variables which have, already-,been-'pro7
cessedl.: we can. get an estimate for thetotal.pro-
cessing time using stn'. If this is' Significantly
greater than,the ovenead.ofsti.., then we- switch to
ati,'' OtherWiSe We stayrand complete- processing the
query. using st': 'Obviously, can
repeated on stt."to call st, if necessaryr,, and so
r.orth,, st maVoorresporkft'for example to,prdgres-

, siveW,more,leVels in the decision, tree,, or to: pro
zressiirel.,y,more_elabdraie estimates, of result Param:.
etersi or-better,sampling.-,-

:litehave not addressed the question ot Optirn
izixrg the,processing of one-variable 'quePiesome
optimizatioh'is currently being done in INGRES, and
this IS deseribed-eisewhereJSTON/6):,

In,' the, appendik'-we,:nave, 'given a brief
description ,-of how INGRES is implemented:
sl.nal design of the ,implementation-was primarily,the.



Work-Of MtR.Stbnebraker and G.D. Meld._ Redesign of-
Aprodeds'3t and in partidul.ar the design of theqUery
tree and the implementation of the decomposition-.al-
gorithm in the current version (as.of Januar,4,j9.7.0.__
have. been largely the work of Peter KrepS. 'ye. have
also included in the appendix spepifications_or,the_t,he

structures needed for oar_ decompdsi,
_

One of us,(E.V.) is responsible _for- intrci...,

during the conceptual framework in which the decon7T''
position algorithm .rests,.-viz. -the-,;: policy: of''
transforMing-amultivariable query to:One.dimengiOnr,
al ones, and the strategy of. alternating between-
reduction and tuple substitution. We have collar
borated-on: the reductiOn'_algorithm, and bn,. the-
heuristics 'for variable selection. The implementa-
tion of the fall algorithM -as well as MOnitorihg
subsystems for -the performance evalbation),is tieing:
designed and executed by K.A.T. 'The decomposition.
algoritimG-being-at the heart of-INGRES, has s-enjoyed
the attention of many participants of the_ prOject.
It, is 'difficult to remember, who suggested what,'but-,
the three aforementioned col4agues 'have. all made
important dontrib In particular, as in every_
aspect of INGRES the in uence of M.R.S.'is discer7
nible throug-hOut:Our algori '
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APPENDIX A,
System :Organization"

aF INGRES, InteractiVe Graphics and Retrieval
System; runs on a -PDP :11145 im-der the- UNiX ^operating -
system[NITC73]. The :entire syStem written in-the
--programming language` `!'-C "- TRITC741 ma-

4\.\-

jor compOnents which are organized- as. shown below.

user

interface

These four components are set up as processes. under
UNIX -and communicate through the
user _interface, can be one di. dever :forms:._ -an in-
teractive

of pipes.: The

teractive text -editor, : a' graphics interface
[MCD074), an interactive language
[C0DD74], -or part of 'a host programming language
1AL075]. The parser - accepts the user's .query and
'processes it into a tree in conjunctive normal form,.
This, guery -tree and a table of relations declared -in
the= RANGE- statements are passed to decompO6itiOn.
The 'decomposition, process contains not only . the
decomposition algorithm but als6 the one-variable.
query .processor. The utilities . process -contains
many functions which can be used by the syltem or
'the user.



Bata Structures._
.

There are three main data -structures which-
-aquery;

the information -for 2 this structure
is .eratfiersa, during -parsing an,4-715-essed to dee-a-M.06.4-
tion as an ordered..matrix. It is then :,_

each. entry oe -which has the following -fora::
,

strtibt- ra-ngev
I char. " relid- [MAXNAMEJ .

St
_
ruct descriptor-.*.des,P.;,.'

-Ant '- -setup;

yf

The parser sends ,a_ table of relation naMea
have, been declared in ,RANGE statements; ,thellorder---',Of
,these names Indicate the variable_ associated

-* each._ -Theae- are The second entry' is ,a_

pointer to an -in -care copy of the._ -Systeni:_,catalogue
description for that 'relation.. The third' entry- is a.
flag _whiCh set when the, corresponding- Va,siableei.
has "been _sefiebted- for substitition.,-'

The use of this table will' aid decomposition in_ the
use of *vtemporary- relations: When a., new. range is:
created- for 'a- , variable by execution - of'; a, -,:one-;

variable query., =f the "entrY in-the .range- table' for"
that,

entry is..the same,. except, for the_ pointer to, the
Catalogue description.' The _rend 1-s always the_ ori=-

relation, name -.for that . variable ,and the__

descriptor,' .is= for the, current subrelation -it -is-
ranging over.:In, this way., if a- temporary-, relation::
must be created several 'times during the proceSs Of-
substitution, --"the same. temporary relation: .,;name and
-deaCriptor can be reused by simply :deleting the oldP

..,_topless-_,from the previous iteration; Th s., saved much
:overhead.,,in- the creation of temporary:relations.

Inoidence a t r :

This is a binary matrix of clauses (or
SUPqueries)' yS.':,variabled which is used within
:decorripoeitiO 'to represent the current query, under

. It is used during, reduction ' to
determine all irreducible aubqueries and can 'be used
during, H selection ; to represent ,:.,the component
aubcfueriee in:a,compact :form. This. matrix will also'
contain -an, entry tor each clause, ,which' ,paints ,to the
_actual clause flea that. it may' be easily, obtained
it; is neceasary to,. build a query tree- for execution
of a sub ciue0y

,t



FOni

'Query-Treel
t The parser sends a -list:, representing the

. query, tree to decomposition-whichcthen'rebuildsAhe
query:tree .adding useful.informatian as _it is_reaag-

-7t&re-The7geneT4I-6irthr-Cftffiitire#is 6.:roat-:tdde
with_the_target_list_of.the qUeiiyies_the_left_DranCh.
and the qualification as the right hranch:'- Since.
the querly isoin conjunctive,narmal
termediate--modes- along,the rig_ ht_ -side-will be AND
(conjnctiet)

Elemen2

END

tl
Elemental _

oat

diejunctive
clause

AND

disjaibtive
-clause

More specifically, -noises of.the.tree
0
are defined

:struct querytree -

-struct querytree,*left, -*right;
strubt,symbol, symr

END

as:

where-left and right,are the pointers to the respec-
tive _branches. The second entrr'deffnes the struc-
ture within the node and this varies depend/ng on
the-type of node: .

:Far,hodes representing arithmetic operatora, dis-
, junctions (OR), result ,domains and constants, trhe

structure

-atruct7syMbol
!char type;.
char lenr,-
int-,yalue[];

Where type is a code representing the type of the

,node, Aitus, OR, etc..) and 1.en is the
-length, in bytes, 'of value. vaue s.s a Variable
,length field (0-255 bytes) and loptains the-ip-
.propriate value' for ,`that type arnodpi, For example,
if the. node is -representing: a cOnstant then the
value contaits'the actUal:conatapt.,

0,



. ,

For modes representing variable.attribute
E.SALARY) the,,structure is: .

struct sympol
(' :char type;

ehar.varhofattna;
char frnt' frml-
char

where tipe is the same as above and len, fixed.
yarno is an index into the range tabl for the
carrect variable; attno is the domain nu er' (*from
the system catalogue) of the correct, domain, refer-
enced. frmt and frml give the,format of the ',attri-
bute A6,. 12; etc.) . This is used to -deter-
mine. neW domain types and for calculations." -The-
last entry is used during tuple substitution.: Ira
particular variable is selected fdr substitution;
all variable.attribute nodes involving that variable
will become nodes representing constants. But the
tree _itself need not be changed. This field,
yalptrlis simply set to paint to the constant-value-
that should be used This position remains, fixed so
when a new tuple value is substituted, the pointer
does not change, only the value A it s pointing. to,
changes. In this way, a new -tree is not needed for
e-act level of substitution or for each iteration of ,

.sUbstitution,varues. If the pointer is .,zerd, the
variable information is used; if it is nonzero, it

. is a constant node. '1

Fo.r nodes representing the root .40T conjunctions
('AND)-,':the structure. is:

struct- syr00I.
1 -.Ohar-type4

char 'env
thar tvarcf,,,
char llfarc;-
:intlyarmr
-intrryard;:

14.here type .is Vle._same and'len Is fixed.,*tyac .an6,
1.var:C are oot4 caunts,afthe variables used,. .,yarq,

the number of Variables. iti:,trie 60-tre,b, below
thid'.,node_%And,qvurejs the. number Of.vaAabieS.in
t0.3.eft Iii,anch. Sc forthe'.root nadetVarc:,,f82:the

:nutbar.Pf.vari0Xes in theTluery-andl.Nais
.the number bf,yariablesin the'tget:14t.,
AND .node; irarg. number of variables in ,the.
re"maining clASes and'lyarc-is the number; off, vari-'



., , ..
Fables .in,, the _. sing clle_ a se of its ,..3.-eft 'br.ailell.

ya,,m and 1,,varm are b maps ,or the variables 'Used
-,.ii; ,te left and, right ranches -of the node respec-

,:- :t,ively. _

.-.

structure- is not as ,costly as it night OPPar.
is. true, th,at :during_ debom position many. sUbqUeries

:are, created and executed many tunes, but it .,*totild
be, ,noted, that all of these subqueries- use clauses
-which appear in- the. origin,a11-,query. target',
lists inay., change, but no new clauses are 'ever - creat-
ed except, through substitution,_ aince...thik, is true;
when a subquery.is to be' exeplited:; a ,qUery tree. can
be constrUcted using node's from the Original
A. new -root node must be created- for. eacifisubquery
.and for Some_ target:list nodes) but all the AND
nodes can. simply be detached_ from the Original' querY
tree and- added- to the new query tree.

a'.


